Abstract—Auto code generation is a machine learning service that helps automate the build of the ML pipelines and the ML deployment. It helps reduce the effort for developers and helps them utilize that in building the model. First we'll go through the Introduction to Auto code gen and what we expect as the end result. To understand the tool we need dive into the concepts of ML deployment and how it is done and the most robust way of ML deployment is also described. Later, we dive into the details of the auto code generation and how it works as a service for the build of the ML deployment. Through this paper we will describe the requirements of the components and how the integration is done in the section call methodology. In methodology we'll highlight the High level design that is necessary to make the application work.

I. INTRODUCTION
Auto Code Generation Tool is a fully managed machine learning service. With Auto Code Gen, data scientists and developers can quickly and easily build and create a deployment folder which can be deployed later by them into a production environment. This avoids the data scientists from the task duplication. They can focus on the model rather than the deployment aspects of scripts. This automation tool helps us to analyze the components required for the model based on user-preference and then helps us build and visualize the files generated and download the files ready for production. This whole process of auto code generation is an iterative process and they can change the requirements of the project to be created on runtime. Auto Code Generation is a web app which uses Vue JS as front-end and Django as backend. This web app provides all the tools you need to take your models from experimentation to production while boosting your productivity. In a single unified visual interface, customers can help you to do the following things. First being, building a Docker file. It helps you add the required configurations that are required for deployment. Next, it helps inference through flask in the form of APIs. We can also choose whether to serve the model or not, this describes the necessity for flask and inference. If we decide not to serve the model then we can test the model. This is also an option given in the Auto Code Generation tool. Through swagger and other tools we can choose to add API documentation this is to test the inference of the model. So the whole is a collective combination of an ml service for deployment. We require the whole folder structure as the end result which consists of all the chosen configurations.

II. REQUIREMENTS FOR ML DEPLOYMENT
In this section we will define the terminologies in the ML deployment and why they are used in the real world. There benefits and use cases.
swagger documentation have a weird interaction in this project.
Gunicorn launches the python flask server entry point with
the command Gunicorn app:app -b 0.0.0.0:5000 .
Gunicorn listen on the port 5000. Nginx configuration is as follows:
```
server {
    listen 5001;location / {
        proxy_pass http://0.0.0.0:5000;
        proxy_set_header Host $host:5000;
        proxy_set_header X-Real-IP $remote_addr;
        proxy_set_header X-Forwarded-For $proxy_add_x_forwarded_for;
    }
}
```
Nginx is listening on the port 5001 and proxy to 5000, to
Gunicorn server. Docker listens the port 5000 from outside the
docker and sends it to 5001 and everything work fine:
```
world --5000--docker--5001--nginx--5000--gunicorn
```
Nginx is made to listen on the 5001 and not 5000 port because
Gunicorn was redirecting everything to his proper port and it
was not possible to use the nice swagger documentation.

C. Flask (WSGI server)

Flask is a light WSGI web application framework. Flask is
written in such a way that it is quick and easy to get started
with a simple application and scale up to a complex
application. It is a simple wrapper around Werkzeug and Jinja
and has become one of the most popular Python web
application frameworks. Flask offers suggestion but doesn’t
make anything mandatory its up to the user to choose which
library to implement. There are also many extensions provided
to make development a lot easier and simpler.

D. Supervisor

Supervisor is a client/server system that allows its users to
control a number of processes on UNIX-like operating
systems. It has two main components. The client and the
server.
The Server piece is called the supervisord. Supervisord is
responsible for starting the child processes or programs when it
is invoked. It is also responsible for responding to client
commands, restarting exited or crashed subprocess, logging
the output of the subprocess using stdout and stderr and
handling and generating events corresponding to the points in
the lifetime of the subprocess. This server process uses a
configuration file usually located in /etc/supervisord.conf.
The client piece is called the supervisorctl. It provides access
to the supervisor through a shell like interface. From
supervisorctl a user can connect to different process of
supervisord (only one a time), get access to the status of the
supervisor subprocess along with the lists of the running
process of a supervisord.

Through supervisor, we will launch 4 processes:
- Gunicorn
- nginx
- database-server

You can easily restart all of them with the command:
supervisorctl restart all

E. Docker

Developing apps today requires developers to do something
more than just writing code. Those being multiple
architecture, frameworks, languages these components
gives way for enormous complexity. Docker is built to
simplify and accelerate the work flow while giving a choice
and freedom to developer to pick the tools, stack and
deployment environment of their choice. Docker is a program
for virtualization, it permits to manage "containers", that pack
together virtual OS, software and its dependencies.
Containers are easy to set up and deploy. There are two steps
in the "dockerization", the installation and the setup. These
two steps can be separated in two files: the Dockerfile and the
docker-compose.yml. Dockerfile are the instruction to the
docker to build an image. A Dockerfile consists of all the
commands a user would call on the command line to
assemble an image. Using the docker build one could build
the image by executing several commands on the command
line.

F. Loggers

In reality, logging is important. When you transfer money,
there are transfer records. When an airplane is flying, black
box (flight data recorder) is recording everything. If
something goes wrong, people can read the log and have a
chance to figure out what happened. Likewise, logging is
important for system developing, debugging and running.
When a program crashes, if there is no logging record, you
have little chance to understand what happened. For example,
when you are writing a server, logging is necessary log any
data in python for debugging we need to add the following
lines:
```
import logging
logging.config.fileConfig('logging.conf')
log = logging.getLogger(__name__)
```
Where logging.conf is a configuration file. There are 5
logging levels defined in the logging.conf. Those being:
- log.critical('text')
- log.error('text')
- log.warning('text')
- log.info('text')
- log.debug('text')

G. Pytest

Testing is a tool which is essential for any developer. The
Python community embraces testing, and also has the various
libraries to support testing. In the larger Python ecosystem,
there are a lot of testing tools. Pytest stands out because it
handles most complex test case and is easy to write these
scripts for the test cases. All functionalities of a main function
should be tested in all the possible configurations and the
python module Pytest has been made for it. This script is a
very simplified example of testing and in real life each
function should be tested separately. For the simplicity, here,
we test train and predict in the same Pytest function. Pytest-
flask is a python module to test flask application via Pytest.
To do so, we just have to add a file conftest.py that initializes
the app decorated with @pytest.fixture: Key elements for a
robust predictive application will require to:
use a real HTTP server instead of the testing server provided with flask
put some testing in place to ensure your code is correctly working, even when you re-factor and tweak it
document your code, and your API
track the inner workings through logging
handle multiple tasks with a basic queuing system

H. Sklearn
Scikit-learn (formerly scikits.learn and also known as sklear) is a free software machine learning library for the Python programming language. It features various classification, regression and clustering algorithms including support vector machines, random forests, gradient boosting, k-means and DBSCAN, and is designed to inter-operate with the Python numerical and scientific libraries NumPy and SciPy. There are three parts of sklearn:
- Transformer in scikit-learn ar those that have fit and transform method, or fit_transform method.
- Predictor is a class that has fit and predict methods, or fit_predict method.
- Pipeline is just an abstract notion, it's not some existing ml algorithm. Often in ML tasks you need to perform sequence of different transformations of raw dataset before applying final estimator.

I. Blueprint (Flask Blueprint)
Both flask and flask blueprint have resources such as static files, templates, and views that are associated with routes. But the only difference is Flask Blueprint is not an application and needs to be registered before use. So to register a blueprint we use register_blueprint(). In a blueprint we can define an URL prefix that routes all the URL in a blueprint. Apart from this there are cases where we use blueprints, those being:
- Factor an application especially big applications
- Register a blueprint with different URL rules
- Provide filters, templates through blue print

III. REQUIREMENTS FOR AUTO CODE GENERATION
After understanding the code required for the ml deployment we now move into the requirements of the actual application the Auto Code Gen.

A. Django (Python)
Django is a High-level python web framework that supports quick development along with a clean and pragmatic design. It is built by experienced developers and is hassle free to develop on this platform. It is also free and open source apart from being ridiculously fast. It follows the model-template-view (MTV) architectural pattern and is maintained by the Django Software Foundation (DSF), an independent non-profitable organization. Django eases the task of several websites that are database driven and has features such as re-usability and pluggability. This means that less coding effort is required and low coupling hence providing rapid development. The language Django used is Python and the entire set of files created by django is in python. Also the Django consists of the admin model where an interface is provided to insert, delete, update and view the users or admins of the application.

B. AST (Python)
AST parser is the one which compiles the python code into an AST or Abstract Syntax Tree format. This tree format can be easily traversed and are in the format of nodes. They work as a tree so each node has children or sub nodes. In AST we write a self calling function called as a Transformer and this helps us traverse the tree by calling its child nodes and also we can add code in this by using the append method. Finally we need to use the fix_missing method of the AST for perfect addition of code without any discrepancies that is not being in the AST format. We then use the AST Decompiler to get the original code and do a write back at the respective file which had to be changed. So the AST ensures seamless addition or modification of code in the python files. We use this to add additional APIs in the ML interface required as per user preference.

C. Vue (JavaScript)
Vue JS is an open source framework used to build interfaces and single-page interfaces. Vue JS follows an incremental approach with a component base system, where the page is broken down into components. Advanced features like routing, state management are also a part of Vue JS. It also helps you to implement HTML features and attributes and are called directives. The directives come as pre-built features in Vue JS.

D. Shell Scripts
These are bash scripts which contain commands that are to be executed on the command line. These commands are written to fulfill the purpose to generate code. They are also used to copy files into the zip file. These commands run using the subprocess pipeline which is available in python. They are used to execute commands in a pipelined manner in the command line by a spanned sub process.

IV. METHODOLOGY
After understanding the code required for the ml deployment and the requirements of the actual application the Auto Code Gen. Here we highlight on the methodology we implement.

(This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.)
1) The user using the interactive front-end gives the preferences and on completion of the preferences to view the code so far generated he/she clicks on the view button. On click an event in generated

2) On recording or storing the user preferences on interaction by the user with the front-end(Vue js) it gives the displays required. Only when the user wants to view the code he/she triggers an event on button click. This button click collects all the Information so far stored in the Vue js using state management and then makes a post request to the back end.

3) On receiving the post request the back-end extracts the required fields from the request body of the post request made using axios in the front-end(Vue js). Then a conditional check is done on the type of docker configurations and the requirements to deploy the ML model all the details are derived from the JSON sent by an axios request from the front end.

4) While addressing the conditional checks from request body parameters. The back-end triggers the shell scripts which generate the code . These bash files generates the files required for the ML deployment.

5) The code from the shell scripts comes back to the back-end where code can be added or modified using the ast-parser.

6) After all the code alterations are done the code is then made into zip object that are sent to the front-end and then here it is rendered as cards in the front end

7) The user on receiving these cards can download the zip or make changes and then download the modified zip to the local desktop

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

By this project we can concluded that our expected output will always be a zip file with all the code generated and also it is very flexible to edit this code or our selections before downloading and deploying. So we conclude that the auto code generation tool worked as required and can improve. The future enhancements could be the changes that can build upon this objective of auto code generation. The enhancements are Extensible to training modules automation, that is building the train modules along with the existing deployment scripts. Hence making the entire ML Development an autonomous task. This is one of the major and most required task to make a fully fledged ML development task autonomous.
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